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Abstract

China is one of the most dynamically developing countries that experienced rapid and tumultuous modernization in the second half of the XX century. This modernization consisted of the sports organization improvement and appropriate target-setting in Olympic sports. Sport is the most important sphere of international communication, and gymnastics pertains to the expression of semiotic units by the movement itself. The purpose of this research is to study a semiotic construct embracing the victories, behavior patterns, and organization of the Chinese gymnastics team at the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, where China demonstrated its highest achievements in gymnastics. Another reason for selecting these Olympic Games is that semiotically significant elements of the athlete behavior differ from other contexts and Olympics. Consequently, the latter feature facilitates the segregation of these elements through phenomenological research.

1 Introduction

Even during the times of Yuri Lotman, a famous Russian semiotician and the father of semiotics in Russia, semiotics regarded speech and behavior in all its complexity as two separate signs [1]. The semiotics of behavior and various types of its implementation in the cultural sphere is under review along with the semiotics of theater, cinema, painting, architecture, etc. [2]. Semiotic constructs constitute the created forms of content representation. Regarded as "definite texts", they aim to convey certain content to the observer. This content can reflect a semiotic construct both consciously and unconsciously. It may contain partially intentional (established under the will of the person who embodied the construct) and unintentional components, which create an integrity that retains its unique semantic features to the full extent only in a specific context [3, 4]. These semiotic constructs tend to phenomenologically restore themselves beyond the given temporal, historical, and other contexts. At the same time, they will receive additional modes of understanding due to this new context in which they were restored [5].

There is a close link between nonverbal communication and the semiotics of gesture, sign, and behavior. Yuri Lotman and Boris Uspensky, investigating the semiotic component of behavior among the Russian aristocracy in the 19th century, indicated that a gesture (i.e., a form of giving meaning to a particular type of behavior in a broader context) served to give importance to the behavior within an overall context determined by the individual culture, state, and views [6]. Nonverbal communication constitutes a significant part of behavioral semiotics reflected through several types of communication, including kinesics, proxemics, and takesics [7, 8]. Kinesics studies the system of gestures, poses, body movements, and more, including elements that we use to present ourselves, such as clothing, jewelry, hairstyle, makeup, and related behavioral patterns. These elements of display exist within a single space of human comprehension and have particular meanings. Consequently, the conscious or unconscious choice of clothing, jewelry (and the way a person wears it) is a way of self-presentation, a symbol indicating one's position in society or group, as well as one's values, ideas, etc. [9]. Proxemics refers to the physical interposition of communication objects in space, considering physical space and distance as a form of significance. For example, people who stand very close to each other are more likely to be in a closer,
possibly friendly, or intimate relationship. Society and habits determine the distinctive features of spatial behavior: who and under what circumstances can put a hand on someone’s shoulder, hug another, and how tightly. What is natural for a sibling a close friend may not have the right to do [10]. Takesics studies touch and mutual exchange of various kinds as a form of communication and a specific symbolic sphere. For instance, having a special someone in close proximity can facilitate the course of the disease, invoke specific physiological sensations, etc. As the researchers admit, this area has a significant practical impact but remains insufficiently studied [9].

The rapid economic growth of the PRC in the 1980s and its opening-up policy went in line with a unified national policy. As Chinese researchers affirm, the creation of a certain reputation and changing the image of China and representatives of Southeast Asian countries in world culture, sports, and collective consciousness was the most important part of that policy [11, 12]. The Chinese government deliberately sought to destroy the myth of a "weak Oriental man" and demonstrate a strong, beautiful, and healthy nation to the whole world [12]. The gradual improvement of nutrition, health maintenance, and social wealth in the regions with advanced development has given the Chinese government a substantial basis for demonstrating the capabilities of the developing Chinese society [11]. In 1979, China resumed membership in the International Olympic Committee and participated in the 1984 Summer Olympics in Los Angeles for the first time. The PRC established the General Administration of Sport (GAS), the purpose of which was to promote China to one of the highest places in terms of the number of medals won [13]. The country has made many significant decisions on the resource allocation for this task. In particular, China prioritized the Summer Olympic Games preparation and focused on those sports where small investments were possible with a quick return in the form of victories. Many modern researchers in sports history criticized this investment approach [14–16].

The concept of “Zhuguo Tizhi” emerged after the 2000 Sydney Olympics. This concept required the local and central authorities to effectively direct (usually limited) financial, human, and scientific resources to support elite sports and achieve success at the Olympic Games, along with the "glory of the nation" [12]. The context of the situation and the use of terms, such as “success” and “fame,” indicate the exclusively semiotic nature of the said concept. The task was to create a certain semiotic status, as winning medals at the Olympic Games does not bring any practical benefits for the Chinese economy, does not create new technologies for further implementation in other spheres, and has an exclusively iconic meaning. Whereas these terms can be economically measured, they have only an illustrative connotation and relate to an abstract symbolic success [8, 17].

Moreover, many researchers emphasize the significance of state funding regarding the Olympic Games. Thus, the development of elite sports and coaching in China predominated over other spheres. The Olympic Games is the only game that unites all nations and simultaneously includes competitions in almost all existing sports [13, 18]. At the same time, the most significant rating for the Olympics is the overall country ranking and not the place of an individual team or athlete. It is due to the fact that all teams are national: they do not relate to a club or local community, so each athlete "defends the honor of the country" in every individual competition. Therefore, the Olympic Games is the only sports competition
conducted between countries, rather than teams or athletes, and their symbolic and semiotic context is the most significant among others [17]. That is why it is important to analyze the semiotic construct within the representation of a national sports team in an international competition.

According to Chinese sports researchers, artistic and rhythmic gymnastics were among the few sports that received the most significant funding and preferential support in the hope of achieving the maximum number of awards. Consequently, gymnastics remarkably resulted during the Olympic Games in Beijing 2008, implementing the task set for the Chinese sports [19, 20].

1.1 Literature overview

The analysis of the remarkable Chinese athletic performance after the country's return to the International Olympic Committee arouses the interest of researchers from many fields. In particular, they apply the most prevalent econometric model, an extended version of the Tobit model developed primarily for winter sports [21, 22]. This model evaluates and tries to predict the future sports achievements of certain countries within the Olympic sports through the analysis of econometric data, such as the size of GDP per capita, the number of population and sports participants, the availability of sports resorts, and other factors [21]. The PRC has emphasized the significance of summer sports since the very beginning of the Olympic sports development at the domestic level; hence this sphere continues developing. Thus, the transfer of this model to summer sports seems quite adequate. Nonetheless, the prediction of the results of the Sochi Olympics proposed by the authors of this research turned out to be far from reality.

Many researchers firmly associate the semiotic concepts of China's modernization with its sports achievements [12, 19, 20, 21]. The implication of Chinese culture in the international context and the peculiarities of its history contributed to China's involvement in the modern Olympic movement [19]. China strives to symbolically convey its overall modernization to the world community, same as for its citizens. Therefore, sport acts as a means of the most important political and ideological communication. As previously in the case of the Soviet Union, sports achievements are a symbolic representation of modern China, i.e., a pure semiotic construct [23].

The researchers point out that the Chinese sports organization aspired to achieve mainly non-sporting goals: representing the country and increasing its fame. This task requires more winnings, more awards, and flawless performance in a relatively short time, along with a constant increase in the number of wins compared to other countries [21]. Since, according to game theory, Olympic competitions are a game with one winner, it is a displacement task. Therefore, the country has to educate strong elite athletes to achieve this task. At the same time, the state sports system should work in a rigorous selection mode of optimal representatives who can potentially achieve the goal set by the government [24, 12]. Such a sports policy may lead to unexpected results. Focusing on elite athletes, who make up a relatively limited number, reduces the chances for more willing people to get into professional sports. On the other hand, a country striving for the highest achievements needs to create the widest possible range of people who play sports seriously and regularly, i.e., generate a sufficient number of future champions [20, 25]. In turn, such a policy forms a number of semiotic constructions within the framework of internal ideology and mass
consciousness. Consequently, it can reflect in the consciousness of athletes and partially enter into the semiotic constructions demonstrated for the external observer. A good example is the aestheticization of sports, including the favoritism of multiple winners as cult figures (they represent the country rather than themselves) in society [18, 20].

Many semioticians consider gymnastics a special semiotic form of sport that facilitates demonstrating an implied meaning through body movement, for example, through dancing [26, 27]. The great actors of the silent film era, who did not yet have other means of communication, communicated with their viewers in a similar fashion [8]. However, the analysis of the content of rhythmic gymnastics performances at the Olympic Games, in this case, plays a secondary role, whereas the athletes themselves, the structure of their victories at the Games, their behavior, and demonstrated public gestures more fully and directly represent the intended content [28, 29].

The organization of the National Games of China (NGC) is a very significant element in the semiotic representation of sports in the country. The NCG (an analog of the Olympic Games) operates within the country and covers a huge number of participants. According to researchers and national statistics of the People's Republic of China, the National Games regularly involves about 10 thousand athletes, more than 30 sports disciplines, and more than 350 types of competitions [15]. That is why these games semiotically reflect the Olympic Games at the domestic level as a form of preparation of athletes for international competitions. The PRC strives to take a dominant position in any field, including sports. China takes an active part in organizing and promoting the Asian Games, which semiotically reflect the Olympic Games at the regional level [14, 30].

The purpose of this study is to conduct the phenomenological and semiotic analysis of behavior patterns and public representation strategies executed by sports competitions, which demonstrate the meanings embedded in the politics of a particular country or nation. Nowadays, there is a significant gap in academic research regarding the semiotic studies of sports and sports as a form of ideology and politics on an international scale. Consequently, this study aims to fill this gap.

2 Method And Materials

This research includes the semiotic analysis of behavior artifacts, such as photos, videos, and other materials representing the behavior, performance, and sport achievements of Chinese gymnasts at the Beijing 2008 Olympics. Phenomenological reduction is the underlying method of this research. It stipulates that the semiotic basis is extracted from the observed facts and the diverse forms of behavior are reduced to a semiotic construct. According to the study hypothesis, this semiotic construct may be the cornerstone of this behavior.

This phenomenological hypothesis builds on the aforementioned studies, which directly indicate the presence of an intensional semiotic structure, including certain symbolic messages and conscious goals conveyed by Chinese gymnasts at the Olympic Games. The political authorities of the People's Republic
of China, the Government and the General Administration of Sport of the People's Republic of China formulated this message, which subsequently manifested itself in the process of sports competitions.

Moreover, the present research provides a comparative analysis. It builds on data from Chinese and Western field studies and historical research in semiotics, the history of sports, and sports policy of China.

The present research also conducts additional verification of intuitive semiotic observations through the statistical study of photographic materials from the Beijing 2008 and Rio de Janeiro 2016 Olympic Games. The reason behind selecting these two competitions is the contrasting performance of Chinese athletes in these Olympics. In 2008, the Chinese gymnasts won 11 out of 18 gold medals, while the 2016 Rio competition was less successful. The gap was significant. The Chinese gymnastics team brought home zero gold medals and just one bronze one, earned by Li Dan in the women's trampoline competition.

As can be seen, the selected samples of Olympics are the semantic "poles", one pole is the Beijing competition with the maximum achievements and the other is the Rio de Janeiro competition with the minimum achievements. Hence, the null hypothesis was formulated, which holds that there are no statistically significant differences in the percentage ratio between the number of photos depicting semiotically significant behaviors of Chinese gymnasts at both Olympics. In other words, the difference in the number of informative photos between the two groups is random. This hypothesis was tested by applying a modified Shapiro-Wilk test. For this, the following encoding was implemented: the value of 1 accounts for the presence of the desired pattern, and the value of 0 corresponds to its absence.

The photographs used in the study depict athletes in semiotically significant contexts: the awarding ceremony, events in the arena, and their interaction with the coach, teammates and rivals. This approach has its limitations. The major one is the limited sample size: the study does not cover all video and photo materials out there. However, it is safe to extrapolate visual evidence from the world news agencies to athlete behavior in semiotically significant contexts because of behavioral consistency they tend to demonstrate in those situations.

Semiotically significant behavior does not necessarily have to cover the entire time spent in this context. Moreover, executing a behavior other than the expected semiotically significant one may indicate an accentuated semantic value of semiotic behavior. In other words, a person who has to behave in a certain way will relax at some point and accidentally demonstrate a type of behavior, which is completely different from the one exhibited previously. It is important to keep in mind that semiotic studies are not identical to psychological or semantic ones. Thus, it may be difficult to deploy statistical tools, which brings us to another limitation.

The sample includes photographs depicting 24 members of two Chinese gymnastics teams (12 athletes per team), both male and female, who reached All-Around Finals in 2008 and 2016 competitions. In total, there were 386 photos from Beijing and Rio de Janeiro (32 - 33 photos per athlete). These photos were
randomly selected from the total sample of visual materials available to the researcher. The final sample accounts for about 40% of the total sample, which makes it statistically significant.

### 3 Results

In relation to Chinese athletes in the award-winning scenario (2008 Beijing Olympics), there were several recurring patterns of behavior observed in both sexes within the same contexts. Similar patterns were seen during the Athens Olympics in 2004, where the Chinese national team also achieved impressive results [11]. For comparison, photos from Rio showed substantial differences in behavior and basic gestures of Chinese athletes, who realized that no awards have been earned.

Consequently, the described semiotic construct with its components and features is a recurring phenomenon associated with unconditional victory and significant advantage over rivals. In this study, these types of behavior are semiotically underpinned, which means that a focus lies on a meaningful content designed to convey a certain meaning to the observer, rather than its psychological foundation. Previously observed and analyzed data will help to reconstruct this meaning.

Semiotically significant gestures and signs expressed by the Chinese gymnasts differ from those demonstrated by the representatives of other countries. Moreover, we can observe a typical semiotic form of behavior both among Chinese athletes and gymnasts of other countries. At the same time, the patterns are similar among those countries but significantly different from the Chinese ones.

At the same time, Chinese athletes look either slightly down or forward, but rarely up. Such a physiological status cannot be interpreted as a result of a specific sports training because other gymnasts with a similar and higher level of training behave differently. Other semiotically significant public gestures also endorse this type of behavior. Meantime, athletes in a semiotically insignificant context are more relaxed and can exert "mistakes" in behavior management, i.e., go beyond the semiotic bodily context intended for public presentation.

Thus, Chinese athletes often kiss their medals and demonstrate them at the head level without changing the position of the award, as if they were symbolically identifying it with their faces. The semiotic nature of this gesture is quite distinctive amid the behavior of representatives of other countries, who can raise their awards high, touch them, shift them, show them to each other and even wave them, which is unlikely for the representatives of China. Chinese gymnasts also raise only one hand, usually the right one, to greet the audience or celebrate their victory. Furthermore, Chinese athletes maintain a straight posture and keep their face orientation unchanged; they tend to show minimal movement and even stand still.

The set of public gestures demonstrated by Chinese athletes during the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games is sharply different from those seen in other Olympics, in particular, in Rio de Janeiro, where the Chinese team received poor results. This collection of gestures coincides with the basic patterns highlighted in previous surveys conducted among the Chinese psychologists, who served the Olympic team. Considering the most important collective interpretations, there is a strong emphasis on the need to pay
tribute to the administrative authorities and coaches while prioritizing teamwork. In fact, it is possible to directly trace the semiotic representation of all the described patterns in the public gestures of athletes.

The control of facial expressions presupposes the absence of exuberant and sincere joy in the event of victory. Such a demonstration of happiness would humiliate opponents and those close to them. Similarly, in case of one's own defeat, one should remain indifferent and stoic without demonstrating displeasure or confusion. The primacy of collectivism excludes the demonstration of personality traits in behavior. In other words, it excludes the demonstration of behavioral patterns that could be read by others differently than in the context of the meaning that the whole group (that a person belongs to) should convey. In this case, a group of gymnasts had to reach the "glory of the nation" and prove how strong China is (hence the persistent symbolic identification of medals with their faces). It is a medal that is important here as the conquest of the country rather than the athlete's personality. This approach sharply contrasts with the Western, European, and American paradigms. The latter entails highly individualized forms of athletes' behavior in most contexts because it is personality, uniqueness, and identity that stand out as the source of the overall strength of Western civilization.

Unlike their colleagues from other countries, Chinese gymnasts never hug closely. They demonstrate a clear separation and distance from their rivals at the level of proxemics. A good example in the context of awarding is their behavior on the pedestal. This is precisely a semiotic and not exclusively a psychological or political phenomenon. In this case, the political and psychological phenomena carry a semiotic context. An athlete, as an individual, can feel united and demonstrate communion with another athlete belonging to the same corporation of elite sportsmen. However, in this case, the Chinese delegation had to convey the meaning of the Chinese victory. They had to prove the advantages of the Chinese and the alignment of their semiotic status in comparison with other nations not only within the sports context but in the context of the world competition for the country's status at the global level. Therefore, distancing as a means of the aforementioned demonstration is inevitable at the physical level. The Chinese gymnasts do not experience any negative emotions towards other athletes and behave sincerely and friendly. Such a behavior further strengthens this suggestion. At the same time, being a part of a broad symbolism, they act as translators of a certain semiotic construct and perform a specific function assigned to them within this construct.

As a semiotic fact, clothing has been one of the most important means of communication throughout all the ages [2]. The Chinese uniform at the Beijing Olympics has the colors of red and gold, which is a frank and demonstrative symbol. The red color symbolizes the dominant communist ideology of China. Moreover, it is the most powerful traditional Chinese benevolent symbol. In the traditional semiotic system of China and the Far East, red is the color of health, strength, activity, longevity, and power [31]. It is an ideal representation for symbolizing sports, its achievements, and the idea of modern China's renewal and the country's accomplishment for greater power. The gold color represents the color of victory. In other words, it is the color of winning gold medals as the main goal set for the Chinese delegation at these Games.
Gymnastics, as a sports discipline, and its representatives at the Olympic Games also act as a whole message at the level of the overall achievements of the team. The awards distribution additionally confirms this suggestion [32, 20]. Thus, the individual competitions brought most of the medals, while the team performances of Chinese gymnasts (in particular, in rhythmic gymnastics) turned out to be very weak. The Chinese gymnast was even included in the list of the best in the individual rhythmic gymnastics competition to maintain the honor of the host country of the Games [12]. The researchers pointed out that this result reflects the specific organization of Olympic and professional sports in the PRC, where team sports were practically excluded from state sports financing and management and moved into the sphere of commercialization. Whereas football, as the most popular game that attracts significant resources around the world, began to rapidly develop, then less popular rhythmic gymnastics remained isolated and significantly lagged in the training of athletes [12, 24]. Nevertheless, all the elements of the general semiotic construct described above are common for both the representatives of the losing Chinese team and winning individuals in gymnastics.

Based on the Shapiro-Wilk test results, both samples, images from the Beijing Olympics ($W = .122$) and images from the Rio Olympics ($W = .189$), are normally distributed ($p \leq .05$). Hence, they can be used in the Student's $t$-test. The results from the semiotically significant behavior assessment are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Beijing</th>
<th>Rio-de-Janeiro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>contains a pattern photo, %</td>
<td>98.25%</td>
<td>17.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>participants, %</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 1, athletes on Beijing photos demonstrate specific semiotic patterns in almost all cases, whereas athletes in Rio who exerted these behaviors account for just 33.33% of the total athletes, or 17.75% of the sample photos. Accordingly, the high percentage of semiotic patterns displayed during the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games could be linked to the high performance of Chinese gymnasts. However, the nature of this connection is not revealed statistically. Therefore, the hermeneutical and phenomenological analysis enables the aforementioned study of its assumptions. Accordingly, Table 2 shows the results of the Student's $t$-test for the null hypothesis verification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$d_{t}$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>385</td>
<td>1.966</td>
<td>.041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The studied patterns displayed in the photographic samples from the two Olympic Games show statistically significant differences. Consequently, the null hypothesis should be discarded.

4 Discussion

It is worth mentioning that for modern China, the ideological component of many spheres, especially those related to foreign policy, is more significant in comparison with the developed Western countries or Japan or South Korea [11, 30]. Nevertheless, there is a certain semiotic construct of greater or lesser clarity and depth formed during the presentation of sports achievements of any country at the Olympic Games [17, 23, 33]. In the case of China, this construct has the properties of high structuring, presence of rigid connections between individual elements, and even some defiant evidence, which is one of its most significant semantic features. Chinese researchers of the history of sports emphasize the significance of sports achievements and confirm the presence of a clearly expressed intention of the Chinese political and sports authorities to convey to the world community their ideas [13, 15, 16].

The previous study on socio-cultural factors that influenced the delivery of services to Chinese athletes by sport psychologists indicates the following facts. Those psychologists who were not able to convey and form the necessary patterns (that ensure the communication of the semiotic construct) in their wards’ behavior received a warning; and the administration corrected their activity in the required direction [25]. In this case, this research concerns the formation of the semiotic background of athlete’s behavior (which was conscious and possibly prescribed by the administration), rather than the evaluation methods of athlete training.

Many researchers infer that the focus of the Chinese support system of sports on winning as many medals as possible was an erroneous choice [14, 11, 19]. This requirement, accordingly, caused an early understanding of the sports administration regarding the need to develop elite sports and the coaching component. It further resulted in the displacement of many sports almost exclusively into a commercial form of existence and led to the lack of incentives for young talented athletes and the lag of amateur sports. Moreover, it encouraged manipulation and corruption in sports management [13, 16].

The researchers also point out that the formed model of sports development and the semiotic model conducted by the PRC comes to a natural self-denial. The Chinese type of sports management leads to the formation of a cohort of increasingly wealthy and mobile individualists, high-class elite athletes, and their coaches who are no longer interested in demonstrating the described semiotic model and can no longer be a part of it [12]. It is exactly their denial and the changes described above that also indirectly confirm the possibility of identifying the semiotic construct within this study.

5 Conclusion

The dynamic development of China in the XX century resulted in a specific sports policy, which, in turn, generated a unique set of signs used by athletes for self-presentation on the international arena. The
country has set ambitious goals to form a new image of the country and its representatives and win as many medals as possible through participation in the Olympic Games. Regarding the fact that sport is the most important sphere of international communication, gymnastics pertains to one of the best examples of the semiotic expression through its performance. Consequently, using phenomenological reduction, we have defined the key features of the semiotic construct, which translates through the sports victories, individual and collective behavior, and the organization of the Chinese gymnastics team at the Olympic Games in Beijing 2008. The results of China at the Beijing Olympics reaffirm its significance as an example of the successful implementation of the country’s goals. It is worth mentioning that semiotically significant elements of athlete behavior differ from similar behavior in other contexts during other Olympics. Thus, it is possible to distinguish those components through phenomenological research. The semiotic cores of collectivism, the control of facial expressions in victory and defeat, the demonstration of respect for the sports administration authorities and coaches, rigidly sequenced and consistent interpersonal communication and self-control are at the heart of the studied construct. This research also provides the analysis of its external manifestations, such as public gestures, proxemics, clothing and color choices.
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